
X-CPL-Pilot

Scene Editor

Quick guide for creating scenes. (Works in VR too)
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 1 Object files

At first, you need object files. There are lots of great libraries out there.

Find the ones you want to have and include them in the X-CPL-Pilot custom folder.

For example, I’ve put in a link to the folder of „CDB-Library/Preep/travellers“.

On start, X-CPL-Pilot will search for new files and will import the necessary information to the 

database.

Now we can open the editor.



 2 Location

Now inside X-Plane, we search for a spot where we want the scene to be displayed. We just fly 

around with the camera, or type in the latitude and longitude of the preferred spot.

In this case, I chose the spot in front the plane. A press „Cam position“ will pinpoint the spot we 

are looking at. We then press on „Insert“.

Check "Schow automatically when nearby" if you want X-CPL-Pilot to load your scene when you 

are near the area.

 3 Scene

We can now create our new scene. At first, we have to give the scene a name and insert it. That 

will link the scene to our location.



On the lower right list, you see all the objects known to X-CPL-Pilot. 

They are grouped by the path of the file. So it should be easy to find them. 

Optional, you can click on the list header and type in what you are looking for. In my case, I type in 

„peeps“. After a few moments, the list will be refreshed and we hopefully see, what we where 

looking for. To refresh the list, just press F5. 



 4 Add objects

Now we assign objects to the scene via the „Set“ button. The Object will automatically show up. 

Via the preview check button, you can also get a preview of the object that is selected in the list.



After assigning the objects, open the „Edit scene“ tab. From there you can change the position and

orientation of the objects. 

That’s all. The scene looks awesome.

We now have some options. If there are multiple scenes to one location, X-CPL-Pilot will randomly 

choose a Scene to be displayed when in the vicinity. 

Please, if you work with objects, support the people who create them. Without them, X-Plane 

would be a boring place. 


